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The Community's world role 

The  European  Comrr,unity  is one of the 
success  stories  of  the  latter  half  of  the 
twentieth  centu ry  It began in 1951 w hen 
six war-shattered nations decided to  pool 
their basic industrial resources of coal and 
steel so that war between them would be 
impossible  Forty years later,  it has grown 
into  a  12-nation  Community  which  is  a 
maiorworld economic and trading power 
The  European  Communityl  represents, 
alongside the  United  States and Japan, 
one of the three pillars on which the global 
system of pluralist democracy and market 
economy is  bui lt 
As the dynamics  of European  integration 
thrust forward,  the  Community  is  consoli-
The  European Community  is in foct three 
Com munities:  The  European  Economic 
Cornrnunity (EEC), the European  Coal and 
Steel Cornrnunity (ECSC) and the European 
Atomic  Energy  Comrnunity  (Euratorn)  For 
convenience  sake, they ore considered  as 
one entity and ore referred to throughout this 
f:lublicotion  as  the  European  Cornrnun ity 
IE C) 
doting  its  economic  power  through  the 
1992  single market  programme and the 
creation  of  on  economic  and  monetary 
union [EMU) with  a  single currency  It is 
also  strengthening  its  political dimension 
through  a  parallel  proiect  for  political 
union,  one of w hose aims is  to  unify  the 
foreign policy of Member States 
This new inner strength can only add to the 
Community's international standing, bring­
ing  w ith it new  responsibilities  and  new 
challenges.  The breathtaking pace of glo­
bal  geopolitical  change  requires  Euro 
pean response mechan isms of a kind that 
has not existed hitherto. The Community's 
international role is therefore expanding as 
it  deepens  its  relations  w ith  traditional 
partners and assumes new responsibilities 
w ith new partners in Eastern  Europe and 
elsewhere 
The  unique  nature  of  the  Community  ­
more  th an  an  intergovernmental 
organization  but  less  than  a  sovereign 
Over 20 heads of State, 
prime ministers and 
leading politicol 
personalities  fro m third 
countries  visited the 
European  Commission  in 
1990. On  29 May 
1989, US  P resident 
George Bush  come 
to  Brussels 
and visited 
Mr Jacques  Oelors, 
President 
of the  European 
Commission 
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State - makes its specific international role  the  industrialized and developing worlds. 
more difficult.  So does its  basic constituti­ Its  politicol influence too has grow n over 
on,  the  Trealy of  Rome,  which gives  the  the  years  tha nks  to  the  development  of 
Communily  wide economic  powers  but  what is  coiled European  pol itical coope­
few political ones.  ration (EPC) whereby  M ember States coor 
dinate their foreign policy  Despite this,  it hos played a pivotal role in 
preserving and expanding the multilateral  The  structures and  procedures for foreign 
world  trading  system  and  forged an  un­ policy cooperation were codified for  the 
precedented network of trade and coope­ first time in the  1987 Single European Act 
ration  relationships with its  partners from  (SEA)  These  w ill  be  further  refined  and 
Support for ioint Cornmt,,,,,ity defence 
A  large ma jorily of  the  public  in  the  European  Communily (61 %)  feels  that  the 
Communily should have d common defence organization. This was the clear answer 
to a flash que$tion inserted into the regular s.ix-monthly Eurobarometer opinion survey 
in  the  12 Member States of the European Communily in October 1990. 
In only one Community country (Denmark) are more people (50%) against a common 
defence organizafion than for (40%)  In two others, Germany and the Netherlands, 
exactly 50% of those questioned favour common defence. In the nine other Member 
States - including neutrollreland - a clear majority are in  favour.  In  two countries, 
France (73%) and Portugal (72%) almost three-quarters are for. 
A  total of  12 872 people throughout the  Communily were asked:  'Currently the 
European Communily cannot involve itself in  matters of defence. Some say that the 
Gulf crisis has proved that the European Communily should have a common defence 
organization. Others feel that such a common defence organization is not necessary. 
What is your opinion?' 
The replies,  by country, were as follows (%): 
EUR B  DK  (j  Gtl  E  f  IRl  I ·  l  tNl I p I UK  12 
~~~~;!i';:~~~~ssary  65  40  50  68  62  73  52  66  55  ~ 50  L72 159  61 
r Commonaemnce  27  50  39  18  28  19  36  23  29  organization not necesso')  33  141  119  133 
Don't know  8  I I  10  14  10  8  13  12  10  12  I  9  I  9  I  8 extended  in  the  framework  of  political 
union. 
The special nature of the Community and 
the way responsibilities are split between 
it and Member States can couse problems 
for the EC and its partners.  Sometimes the 
latter have been  disappointed at the  ab­
sence of Community action on  a specific 
issue, not realizing thatthe issue in question 
did not come under the EC's authority. At 
other  times,  the  seeming  ambiguity  of 
decision-taking  procedures  have  genera­
ted  suspicion  and even,  in  some  cases, 
hosti lity  among  its  partners  that  hindered 
the acceptance of the EC as a fully-fledged 
member of the world community. 
In  some  policy areas,  like  trade and ag­
riculture, it has exclusive authority to act in 
place  of  and  on  behalf  of  its  Member 
States  Other areas such as transport or the 
envi ron ment are spheres of'mixed' respon­
sibility,  w ith  the  Community able to  take 
decisions on  some aspects while national 
governments  retain - at least for  the  time 
being  - responsibility  for  others.  Certain 
oreas  of  policy,  such  as  defence,  have 
hitherto lain outside the competence of the 
Community altogether. 
We need to  overcome whatever resistance 
we encounter,  if only to adopt the instruments 
we already have,  so  that we can,  for 
example,  iniect more substance into  the 
Lome Convention  or make a success of our 
aid programme for  Poland and Hungary. 
We need to give countries  that depend on 
exports  for  survival more access to our 
markets  to  prevent them plunging deeper into 
debt.  We need financial  instruments which 
will help these countries to adopt and 
modernize their economies . 10m concerned 
that  we will never achieve  all this  with our 
present decision-making procedures.  Thanks 
to the  Single Act the Council, Parliament and 
the Commission are a more efficient 
institutional troika  than  they were a  few  years 
ago.  But this  is  not enough  to  enable us  to 
keep pace with  events. 
Jacques  De/ors,  Bruges,  17 October  1989. 
Mr Jacques Defors, 
President of the European 
Commission (right)  and 
Mr  Frans Andriessen, 
Vice-President,  receive Mr 
Toshiki  Kaifu,  Prime 
Minister ofJapan,  and Mr 
Nakayama, Japanese 
Foreign Minis/er, 
on  10January  I 990. 
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Joint foreign policy favoured 
Over half the European Community's population (51 %) favours a joint foreign policy 
for the Community, while just over a quarter (26%) is against. This is one of the findings 
of a  Eurobaromeler opinion sUNey  in  the  12 Member Slales of the Community in 
autumn  1990. 

The detailed results  (in  %)  per country: 

B  DK  D  GR 
F or  53  40  51  54 
Against  20  45 I 27 I 18 
One fundamental principle lies behind the 
Community's policies towards the outside: 
enlightened  self interest  The  EC's  own 
economic  well-being  depends  on  a  lib­
eral, multilateral world economic order as 
well  as  on  the  welfare  of  its  partners, 
particularly  in  the  Third  World.  To  this 
princ iple, con be added a sense of respon­
sibility  towards  former  dependent territo­
ries  of  Member States  which  has  led  to 
special  relationships  like  the  Lome  Con­
vention  with the African, Caribbean and 
Pac ific IACP) group of countries. 
This principle  has  been  pursued  with  a 
mixture  of realism, pragmatism and  com­
prom ise  At the multilateral level, the Com­
munity hasestablished a leadership role in 
the field of global trade liberaliZing nego­
tiations w ithin the General Agreement  on 
Tariffs  and  Trade  (GATT) and  in  North­
South relations  in the UN context 
Bilaterally,  it  has  trade  and  cooperation 
agreements  with  the  ACP  countries,  the 
E  F  IIRL  1  l  I NL  P  UK 
39  48  I  43  7 1  50  I 55 I  48  40 
21  30 :  31  12  20  :  25  71  38 
States  of  the  Mediterranean  basin,  its 
neighbours  in  the  European  Free  Trade 
Association  (EFTA)  and  in  Central  and 
Eastern  Europe 
The  nature  of  the  Community's external 
relations  at present  reflect its  position  as 
fundamentally  an  economic  entity.  The 
sheer weight of its economic power and its 
ability to speak with one voice on behalf of 
all  its  members  have  propelled  it into  a 
leadership role on  world trade  But,  con­
scious that th is role carries politicol respon­
sibilities  too,  the  Community  has  develo­
ped over the  years  its foreign  policy co­
operation.  As  a  result,  its  influence  on 
world  events  has  tended  to  become  a 
good deal wider 
But the Community's external rela tions are 
affected  not  lust  by  its  own  choice  of 
options and its  own decisions to  deepen 
and develop its structures w ith the creation 
of the  post 1992  single  market ono  the 
prog  ress  towards  EMU  and  political union.  It  must  also  respond  to  outside 
events. 
The  dramatic and  far-reaching  events  of 
the  past two years  in Eastern  Eurape, the 
Soviet Union and the G ulf have posed new 
challenges  to  which  the  Community  is 
responding  It  is developing a  variety  of 
new  instruments  - a  new generation  of 
European agreements with its eastern neig­
hbours, new types of cooperation w ith the 
Soviet Union, possiblyan East-West  energy 
charter and a support programme for the 
post-war  regional reconstruction  and de­
velopment  after  the  Gulf war.  It  is also 
gearing  up  to  respond  to  a  series  of 
requests for Community membership from 
a  number of countries. 
As  East-West  detente  strengthened,  the 
confrontational relationship typi fied by the 
Warsaw  Poct  a nd  the  NATO alliance 
changed its  nature  The Member States of 
the  Community  who belong to  the  West 
European  Union  [WEUI  have  used  this 
forum to strengthen their defence coopera­
tion.  So as to reinforce their ties in the face 
of a  shift  in NATO priorities,  the  United 
States and the Community signed in Nov­
ember 1990  a new declaration on EC-US 
relations, which created a new institutional 
framework for mutual  consultation. 
Both internal and external factors therefore 
are pushing the Community to assume that 
fuller role in world  affairs which its econo­
mic weight d ictates and which its  fr iends 
and partners  are rightly looking for 
Now, more than  ever, 
there  is  a need for  vision 
and imagination,  for  the 
casting-off 01 established 
patterns of th inking and 
for international cooperati­
on on an ambitious 
scale.  . .  The challenges 
before us are enormous 
alld we In the  European 
Community are preparing 
ourselves to live  up  to 
these challenges. 
Frans Andnessen 
Vice President of the 
European  Commission 
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The Community 
as a world economic power 




 16.2 J15 
United  12 156 1 StoleS 
Japon  7  I  9.1 
USSR  3~ 3.6 
The world's biggest trader 	 nity owes much to the considerable achie­
vements of the GAIT system  over the post 
The  Community  is  the  world's  biggest  four decades in  reducing worldwide bar 
trader  Its  external  exports  [excluding  riers to trade in  manufactured  goods. The 
Members' trade with each other) amoun­ Community  has  in fact  helped  to  make 
ted  to  ECU  413  billion  in  1989.  This  these achievements possible  It has been a 
represented 15 %of world exports compa­ leading participant  in the Uruguay Round, 
red  with  12 % for  the  Un ited  States  and  the latest GAIT  liberalization initiative wh ich 
9.1  % for Japan.  The  EC  is  the  biggest  includes  for  the  first  time  a  malor  prog­
market  in  the  industrialized world with  a  ramme of liberaliZing farm trade and trade 
population of 340 million; it is also one of  in services. 
the  most open. 
As  a  result of  successive  GAIT tariff  re­
The  Community has  to  export in order to  ductions,  the  Community's  weighted  ov­
finance its  substantial imports of food and  erage tariff level for industrial goods is now 
raw materials  The  EC  is  the  world's big­ less than 5%. Once the various tariff prefe­
gest importer of agricultural products. The  rences  which  the  Community  grants  to 
Community's  exports  consist  of  quality  many suppliers are ta ken into account the 
manufactured goods [80% of the total) and  overage  industrial  tariff  level  effectively 
of processed foodstuffs  applied  falls  to  about  1%.  Developing 
The  Community  therefore  needs  export  countries  benefit  from  duty-free  access to 
markets  to be as open for EC  products as  the  Community for their manufactured  or 
its market is for imports. In this, the Commu- semi-manufactured  goods  either  through 
Europe, world partner 
The European Community, world's leading trad ing power 





3.8 r-;-;­ Canada 
1 Excluding trade between Community countries direct agreements with the Community or 
through  the  EC s generalized  system  of 
preferences  [GSP) 
At the heart of the ECs external relations is 
its common commercial policywhich gives 
the  Community exclusive  authority  for  the 
trade policy of its Member States.  It provi 
des for maior decisions to be token by the 
Council of Ministers by maiority vote and 
confers on the European Commission con­
siderable executive and negotiati ng  auth­
ority  The result is that the EC is able to to ke 
swift  and effective decisions  in  the  trade 
policy area. 
The  decision  by the  authors of the  Rome 
Treaty to establish a common commercial 
policy for its  external  trade was a logical 
counterpart to the decision to establish the 
free  circulation  of  goods  and  seNices 
within the Community  By the some token,  ~ 
the current initiatives to complete the inter- ~ 
nal market by the end of 1992 will likewise  1i 
have  important  implications  for  th e  u3 
Community's  external  trade  policy:  the 
disappearance of physico I frontiers within 
the Community will  lead to the elimination 
of the lost remaining disparities in Member 
States' trade policies. This means, in effect, 
putting  in place the  final elements  of the 
common commercial  policy. 
The  common  commercial  policy  is aug­
mented by common rules for the liberaliza­
tion  of imports,  for surveillance and safe­
guard action and for action against dum­
ped and subsidized exports.  These were 
added to in 1984 by the creation ofa new 
trade policy instrument enabling the Com­
munity  to  toke  action against  illicit trade 
practices by its  trad ing  partners. 
The European Community 
is world leader in  matters 
of trade.  This  is due to the 
quality of its  products. 
Its  role  in  world trade 
apart, Europe wants to be 
a truly loyal partner, bul 
vigilant and ambitious, 
anxious  10 build a fa irer, 





17 January  1989 
11 EFTA '  22.8 
United  States  18.7 
Japan  10 .3 
latin America  5.8 
ACP caunlries2  4.4 
USSR  3.4 
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The  external dimension of 
the single market 
The  Community's  dec ision  in  1985  to 
create a frontier-free internal market across 
the Community  by the  end of  1992 is in 
itself one of the most significant economic 
milestones  of  the  past  decode.  It  has 
caused firms and governments both w ithin 
the  Community  and  outside  to  rethink 
production, marketing and investment stra­
teg ies . 
The  Community's suppliers 
Despite  progress  over  the  years,  many 
awkward barriers  remained, w hich  kept 
the  12 national  EC  markets  fragmented. 
The initiative for the  sing le  market  prog­
ramme  come  from  Jacques  Debs,  the 
former French  Finance Minister,  who be­
came President of  the European Comm  is­
sion inJanuary 1985. Delors deliberately 
chase  the  single  market to  relaunch  the 
Community afterfive years of near-immobi­
lism rather than  his  alternative projects  for 
EMU  or  political  union . These  are  now 
Where the Community's imports come from  (in  %,  in  1989) 
% 
100 
ACP  USSR 
cou  ntri es2 
~~-~---- - -- ~ ---~~---~---~-~-
EF TA  US  Jopon  L ol in 
America 
I  European Free  Trade Association (Austria,  Switzerland, Iceland, Sweden, Norway,  Finland). 

2  Countries in  Africa, the Caribbean and the  PacifiC, which  have ties  with  the Community through  the  Lome Convention. 

The  basic  idea behind  the  1992 project 
was  to  speed  up  the  removal  of  the 
remaining  natianal  barriers  to  the  EC's 
internal  market  so  that  European  firms 
could benefit from  a home market of truly 
continental  dimensions  and  take advan­
tage of scale economies thus generated to 
increase theirworldwide competitiveness 
The concept of the vast single Community 
market,  unhampered by internal frontiers, 
was at the very core of the oblectives set in 
the  Rome  Treaty  in  19 57.  The  Treaty 
preamble expresses  the  resolve  of Com­
mun ity  members 
To  ensure  the  economic and social pro­
gress of their countries by common action 
to eliminate the barriers which divide Euro­
pe. 
folloWing  in the  wake of  Project  1992, 
confirming the aptness of Delors' strategy 
The aim of the single market programme is 
to eliminate the remaining physical, tech ni­
col and fiscol obstacles  to  the free move­
ment of people, goods, services and capi­
tal with in the Community.  Initial doubts the 
Community  or  its  trading  partners  may 
have had about the chances of success of 
the  project have been dissipated 
The commitment to achieving  the comple­
tion  of  the  single  market  was given  con­
crete form by the Member States  through 
the Single European Act which  came  into 
force in  1987. Th is  document contained 
the revisions in the R ome Treaty requ  ir-ed to 
speed up decision-taking on  single market 
legislation. ·The Community's clients 
The destination of the Community's exports (in  %,  in  1989):  EFTA1  25.9 
United States  188 
Japan  5 
latin America  3.6 
ACP countries'  3.4 
USSR  29 
20 
10 
The SEA not only strengthened the powers 
of the Europeon Commission as the Com­
munity executive,  it also,  crucially, introdu­
ced the principle of maiority voting irlstead 
of unanimity  in  a  number of policy areas 
related to  the single market 
The  single market has  many ramifications 
for  the  Community's  trading  partners  At 
the technical or institutional level,  the com­
pletion of the  internal  market requires  the 
completion  of  the  common  commercial 
policy  In  concrete terms,  th is  means  that 
individual import rest,ictions Member Sta­
tes  have  been  allowed  to  maintain  will 
have to  disappear by the end of 1992. 
These  concern  long-standing  quota  re­
strictions  individual EC countries  have im­
posed against certa in products - such  as 
cars  and  consumer  electronics  item s  ­
principally from Japan and South-EastAsia 
ond a w ide range of goods from the Soviet 
Ur ion  and  Eastern  Europe  Internal  limi ts 
among the Twelve concerni ng how textile 
imports  are  shared  out or  how sensitive 
products  coming  in  under  the  GSP  are 
handled will  also  have to  disappear 
Other consequences of the  single market 
for the ECs outside parlners are harder 10 
quantify. Many have voiced fears that the 
EFTA'  us  Jopon 	 lot,n  ACP  USSR 

America  countries2 

1  European Free Trade Association (Austria, Switzerland,  Iceland, Sweden,  Norway, Finland). 

2  Countries in Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific, which  have ties with the Community through the Lome Convention. 

posl-1992  Community  will  resemble  a 
'fortress  Europe',  turned  in  on  itself  and 
protected  from  outside competitors  by a 
series of external barriers. In  other words, 
these  partners  are  concerned  Ihat  the 
maior change brought about by the single 
market will  be to  transfer existing barriers 
from  the  Community' s  interna l  frontiers 
where they are today to its external ones. 
These fears were addressed by Commun­
ity  Heads of State or Government at  the 
Hanover meeting of the European Council 
inJune  1988. They declared: 
the  internal market should not close  in  on 
itself.  In  conformity with  the  provisions  of 
GA TT,  the Community should be open to 
third  countries,  and must  negotiate  with 
those countries where necessary to ensure 
access  to  their  markets  for  Community 
exports. 
S  i  m  ilar views were expressed by the Rhodes 
European  Council  in  December  1988 
where the Community reiected the implied 
criticism of 'fortress Europe' with the slogan 
of 'partner  Europe' . 
At the macroeconomic level,  the completi­
on ofthe internal market will boost growth, 
create  new iobs  and  sharpen  competiti­
vity  This new dynamism in the Community 
13 14 
economy will stimulate the world economy 
and create new market opportunities for its 
suppliers whether they are located within 
the  EC  or outside 
Exporters to the Community will  find them­
selves  selling  into a single market of 340 
million  consumers with  a  uniform (or  mu­
tually-recogn ized ) set of norms, standards 
ar,d procedures  They,  like local EC firms, 
will need to manufacture to only one set of 
standards in  order to market their product 
anywhere in  the Community  They will  no 
longer have to face  12 different notional 
requirements. Foreign firms, like Communi­
ty  operators,  will  enioy scale economies 
and greater market flexibility. 
Moreover, the Community is  bound by its 
international obligations,  bolh multilateral 
:GATI and the  OECD) and  bilateral  (the 
EFTA and Mediterranean agreements and 
the Lome Convention)  Thus  in  areas like 
norms  and  standards,  or  government 
procurement  in  seclors  covered  by  the 
relevant  GAD code,  Ihe  benefi ts  of the 
single  market will,  in  line  w ith  the  ECs 
obligations, be mode on a non-discrimina­
tory  basis  to  the  Community's  trading 
partners . 
It is also in the EC s own interests  1 0  keep 
the post 1992 market on open one. As the 
world's largest exporter it is dependent on 
the existence of open markets  around  the 
world  in many ways, the Uruguay Round 
represents  the  forum  for  tran slating  the 
external aspects of the  Single market inlo 
concrete advantages  for  its  trading  part­
ners,  particularly  as  concerns  the  further 
expansion of world trade in goods and the 
extension of liberalization rules to tra de in 
services. 
The  impact of economic and 
monetary union  (EMU) 
The rapid prog  ress mode in preparing the 
single market encouraged Delors to  push 
ahead with his second initiative - econo­
mic and monetary union  [EMU)  This was 
supported  by Member States  who reali­
zed that the economic gains derived from 
the  single market could be greatly enhan­
ced  by the  creation of on econom ic and 
monetary union and,  ultimately,  a  S ingle 
currency. 
Pattern of trade of the  European Community 
(in %in  1989, by category of product) 
Imrortsr­
foodsMfs  10.1  1 0 
fuels and maIor 
6~ minerals, 
allied pnxluds  8.1  3. 3 
&lura> 
rooteriols, oils 
and fals  6.5  3.4  Source  Transport  O ther 
materials  equipment  products 
Transport  oil s and 	 and roll ing 
equipmenl  fats 	 stock 
and rcUing slock  32.5  277 
Other 
prooocb  42 .8  456 
Foodstuffs 	 Fuels and motor 
oils,  minera ls, 
and 
allied 
products The Communily has already represen ted a 
zone of increasing monetary stabi lily in a 
world of floa ting exchange ra tes since the 
creation of the European Monetary System 
(EMS)  and a  set of  fixed  exchanges  bet­
ween  participating currencies.  The Com­
munily currency, the ecu, has  increasingly 
been used in international payments and in 
borrOWing and lending  operations on  in­
ternational capitol rnarkets 
The  process  to  rnove  from EMS  to  EMU 
began at the Hanover European Council 
in June  1988 when  Delors was asked  to 
head a committee to  produce a blueprint 
for economic and monetary union. The first 
stage of  a  three-stage  transition  to  EMU 
began in July  1990. Stage two, with the 
creation of a Communily central  banking 
structure,  is  due to  start  in  1994. 
The  international dimension of EMU  was 
set out in an explanatory memorand um to 
the  draft  trealy  on  EMU  issued  by  the 
European Comm ission in December 1990 
It  states tha t 
the  dynamic  gains  will  stem  from  price 
stability,  enhanced economic efficiency, 
itself conducive  to  growth,  and more ef­
ficient  management  of  public  finances 
owing to a reduction in the real burden of 
interest  and  in  the  size  of deficits  This 
should have a positive impact on employ­
ment and on  the balanced developments 
of the regions and,  finally,  should give the 
Community  a  greater  role  to  play in  the 
world economy. 
The  creation  of EMU  w ith  the  ecu  as  a 
S ingle currency [or with notional currencies 
irrevocably fixed) will provide a monetary 
zone for  the  Communily's partners  as  on 
alternative  to  the  dollar  zone,  or a  yen 
zone,  if  one  were  to  emerge  It would 
bring  a number of advantages. 
They would be able to reduce the transac­
tion costs  of dealing in different Communily 
cu rrencies  when  selling  goods  and  ser­
vices in different national EC markets. They 
WOuld  also be able to  hold some of their 
reserves  In  ecus to diversify their holdings 
:as  a  hedge, for  instance  against dollar 
fluctuations) 
They could even peg thei r own currency to 
the  ecu.  This  would  be  particularly  inter­
esting for countries for whom the Commu­
nily is  a major trading partner. 
Such  internal reinforce­
ment should not and does 
not imply that the 
Communily  is  not open to 
the outside world On  the 
controry,  economically 
and politically the 
European Community is 
bound to  playa 
constructive  role within  on 
internotional context. 
Frons  Andriessen 
Vice-President 01 the 
European Commission 
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The  European  Community 
has  the  largest home 
market in  the  industrial 
world.  It comprises 340 
million  European 
consumers with  a 
16  comparatively high 
purchasing 
power 
The  Member  States  of  the  Commun ity 
decided to  odd a  political dimension  to 
their  cooperation  in  1969  It  shou ld  be 
pOinted  out  that  political  in  this  context 
means  foreign  policy  The  process  was 
launched in 1970  with the so-called Davi 
gnon report, which set the  framework for 
European political cooperation (EPC) based 
on  regu lar  meetings  of foreign  ministers 
and/or their  polilical directors. 
It  prOVides  the  Twelve  with  a  foru m  for 
discussing foreign policy issues on which, 
as  economic  partners,  they  are  likely  to 
have a common politicol  interest as well. 
Th is  process  was  outside  the  Treaty  of 
Rome and as such outside the competence 
of the Community, although the European 
Commission  was  associated  with  EPC 
from  the  outset.  Initially  this  association 
was limited in nature 
The  EPC  provisions  were  subsequently 
refined and extended over the years and 
were finally codified in a legal text as part 
of the Single European Act The SEA also 
prOVided for  the  establishment of  a sma ll 
secretariat in Brussels to assist the country 
holding  the  EC  presidency  in preparing 
and implementing the  activities of  EPC 
EPC  is  therefore on intergovernmental ac­
tivity, quite distinct from  the supra-notional 
structu res  of  the  Communi:Y.  In  EPC  mini­
sters  do  not  adopt directly  enforceable 
legal acts. All decisions are by consensus. 
The  Comm ission's  role  in EPC  is  distinct 
from  that which it ploys in  the Community 
framework  There  it  is  the  initiator  and 
executor of policy decisions os well as the 
guardian of the Treaties 
In  EPC  its role is more dispersed and more 
discreet.  The Commission  is nevertheless 
fully  associated  at all  levels  (both  official 
and ministerial)  with  the  internal  work of 
EPC and with political dialogue with third 
countries  through  the  so-called  troika  me­
chanism  I 
The  Commission tokes  part in  discussions 
and generally contributes to  EPC  its expe­
rience and knowledge of what it going on 
in the Community framework. It shares with 
the  rotating  Pres idency of  the  Council  of 
Ministers (which changes every six months) 
a special responsibility for ensuring consi­
stency between the external policies of th e 
Community and those  agreed  in EPC  It 
upholds  and  exercises  the  ieconomic) 
Community  competences  in  the  political 
cooperation of the Twelve 
! 	 In  which  the  Twelve  are  represented  by 
ministers  (or  officia ls)  of the  Membel State 
currently  in  the  choir  of EPC  and  Council 
meetings, along with the immediately preceo.­
ing and immediately succeedrng cha irmen The rigid separation  this appears to  imply 
is,  however, often  belied in  practice. The 
decisions w ith international  ramifications 
which  the  Community  is co  iled  upon  to 
take in the economic sphere con be just as  . 
politico l as  those  ta ken  in  EPC  Conver­
sely,  the decisions of politicol cooperotion 
someti mes require a Communityact (based 
on  a  proposal from  the  Commission)  as 
their instrument of implementation. 
Examples of this interaction have included 
the  economic  sanctions  applied  agoinst 
Argentina  during  the  Folkionds crisis and 
those  imposed on  Iraq following  the  invo­
sion  of Kuwoit in  August 1990 
The blurring of the distinction between EPC 
ond Commur,ity octivity has been accele­
roted by two factors. One is the desire of 
mony of the Community's troding partners 
- both  developed  ond developi ng  - to 
establish a parollel politicol dialogue with 
the  Community.  The  other is the  frequent 
obsence in international forums such os the 
UN, the  Conference of Security and Co­
operation  in Eurore (CSCE) or the  Euro 
Arob dialogue  0  any clear-cut  dividing 
line between economic and political issu­
es. 
From  a common commercial 
policy to  a common  foreign 
and security policy 
Despite the gradual and cautious way the 
Twelve  have expanded their  foreign  po­
licy cooperation over the years, the idea of 
a  unified  foreign  policy  or  even  of  a 
common defence policy is as  old as  the 
Community itself  The idea of a European 
DefenceCommunity (EDC) preceded even 
that of the European Economic Community 
itself 
The  EDC  was mooted  in  1954, just two 
years after the creation of the first Commu­
nity, the European Coal and Steel Commu­
nity,  and four  years  before  the  EEC  But 
opposition  to  the  surrender  of  national 
sovereignty proved  too strong  and  plans 
for the European DefenceCommunitywere 
discarded after they were relected by the 
French National Assembly, although hopes 
of achieving  the  coordination  of  foreign 
policy lingered  until they were dropped, 
with the  Fouchet Plan,  in  1962. 
Now ideas  for  a  common  foreign  and 
security  policy  are  firmly  back  on  the 
Community agenda  They are one of the 
key elements in the negotiations over poli­
tical  union.  The  other element focuses  on 
measures  for  reforming  the  institutional 
Europe's ports are open 
to the world.  They are 
highly effective trading 
instruments thanks  to their 
transshipment facilities 
and technical equipment. 
The  imperative  is 
unchanged.  We still need 
to demonstrate that the 
Comm un ity speaks with 
one voice,  that it  is  on 
actor rather than  a 
spectator on  the 
contempory stage. 
Jacques  Defors, 
investiture speech, 
European  Porliament, 
17January  1989 
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framework of the  Commun ity  and attribu­
ting present and newareos ofcompetence. 
It is inevitable that the Community, with the 
deg ree of internal  and external  commer­
cial, economic and  monetary cohesion  it 
is  acquiring,  develops  a  corresponding 
international political dimension  A global 
foreign  policy  is  a  necessary  ad  lunct  to 
global trading and economic  interests. 
Security  questions are also up for reconsi­
deration  as  a  result  of  the  shift  in  the 
balance of forces  in  Europe following  the 
unification of Germany and  the  return  to 
ciemocracy  of  the  countries  of  Eastern 
Eu rope 
The structures of a common foreign policy 
and a common security pol icy are not yet 
clear  Neither is the role of the Community 
institutions,  EPC  or  even  of  the  W estern 
European  Union  (WEU),  the  European 
defence organization to which nine of the 
12 Member Siaies  belong. The  scope of 
polilical union too remains 10  be defined. 
Ir  is  also  a  token  of  the  Community's 
maturity that it is now tackling the  issues ­
EMU and politicol union - that most affect 
the principle of sovereignty that it has been 




One of the bosic a ims of the Community, 
set out already in  the Rome Treaty, is  to 
contribute, in  the common  interest,  to the 
harmonious development of world trade, 
the progressive abolition of restrictions on 
international  trade  and  the  lowering  of 
customs barriers. 
This principle, contained in Article 1 10 of 
the Treaty, isatthebasisoftheCommunity's 
relations  with its  trading  partners through­
out  the  world  As  the  world 's  biggest 
tradi  ng power the Community has bu ilt up 
over  the  years  a  complex  network  of 
multilateral,  regional and bilateral trading 
relationships. M any of these agreements, 
particularly with  the developing countries, 
cover financial and technical cooperation, 
as well  as  trade. 
Specific  relationships  have  developed 
because of geographic proximity (agree­
ments  w ith  the EFTA countries,  the nations 
of Eastern  Europe and  the Mediterranean 
region),  through former colonial  ties  (the 
L ome  Convention) or because  of  similar 
levels  of economic development (the Unit­
ed  States,  Japan  and  the  other  OECD 
countries) . 
Multilateralism via  GATT 
and the  OECD 
Its dependence on an open world trading 
system has made the Community an enthu­
siastic supporter of the  mu ltilateral trad ing 
principles of the  General Agreement  on 
Tariffs and Trade (G ATT)  It is  in GAIT that 
the Community has its highest  profile 
Since its entry into force in 1948, the GATT 
has become the principal instrument gover­
ning  the conduct of world trade.  It  is both 
a  code  of  rules  and  a  forum  in  which 
negotiations  and  other  trade discussions 
take  place.  It  plays  an  increasingly  im­
portant  role  in  the  settlement  of  trade 
disputes  between  its  signatories. 
The  Community has a special position  in 
GATT.  It is the Member States and not the 
Community as such which are contracting 
parties to  the  GA  I r agreement  But  the 
Community  is  signatory  to  a  number of 
international agreements concluded under 
the auspices  of GATT. 
Because  the  Treaty  of  Rome  gives  the 
Community  exclusive  competence  in  the 
Czechoslovak  President 
Vaclav Havel came in 
March  1991  to argue the 
case forhis country 
before the  European 
Commission and the 
European  Parliament.  Like 
other countries  in  East 
and Central Europe, 
Czechoslovakia wants to 
be associated with  the 
European  Community in 
order to be able to ioin 
as soon as possible. 
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external trade matters of Member States,  it 
has  esta bli shed  itself  as  a  de focto con­
tracting party, with  the Commission as the 
sole negotiator and spokesman on  behalf 
of its  members 
Th is development has  been fac ilitated  by 
the  pragmatic,  non-ideological  nature  of 
the GATT's work  The articles of the GATT, 
and the  various  international agreements 
drawn up under its  aegis, form  the legal 
basis for  the  Community's own trade po­
licy instruments and action, as  in  the field 
of  tariffs,  the  application  of  safeguard 
measures,  anl·i-dumping  actions  and  the 
like.  GATT also spearheads special initia 
tives  to  open  markets  as  in  its  public 
procu rement code 
The Community's contribution to GATT has 
been substantial and often decisive  It has 
been a key player in the successive rounds 
of negotiations, held at regular intervals to 
liberalize more world trade  It was a prime 
mover  in  the  promotion  of  the  Uruguay 
Round  of  tal ks  begun  in  1986  which 
brought agriculture and  trade  in  services 
within the scope of GATT negotiations for 
the first time. 
As  with  GATT,  the  Community  has  a 
special status  within the O rganization  for 
Economic Cooperalion and Development 
[OECD)  The  Community  is  not  strictly 
speaking  a  member of the  organization 
but  the  Commission  regu larly  spea ks on 
behalf  of  the  Community  on  issues  of 
Community  competence  or  where  the 
Member States  had  agreed  a  common 
pos ition. 
The work of the O ECD covers a wide field 
of  macro- and  microeconomic  issues  as 
well as monetaryand financial matters and 
increasingly since  the  1970s on energy 
questions  The Commission  is fully  repre­
sented  in  such discussions 
The OECD has al so increased its involve­
mer,t  in  commercial questions,  playing  a 
determir,ing  role  in  the  field  of  export 
credits.  All  Community  countr ies accept 
the so-called OECD consensus  on  export 
credits  which  since  1978  has  prOVided 
the  framework  for  keeping  export cred it 
subsidies  under  control  and  has  been 
instrurnental  in  bringing  interest  rates  on 
credits closer to actual market conditions. 
The OECD has also been  instrumental  in 
pushing forward discussions  by members 
on  issues  like  trade  in  services  and high­
technology products, often  in advance of 
these issues being pursued in more formal 
binding negotiations in the broader GATT 
framework The  EC  and the United 
Nations 
The  Community  is  an  observer  at  the 
United Nations and in its various agencies 
and specialized  institutions  such as  Unc­
tad  the  UN  Economic  Commission  for 
Eu r~pe, Unesco and Unido. The Commu­
nity delegation is dual; it consists of repre­
sentatives from  the European Commission 
and from  the Member State that holds the 
rotating presidency of the Council of Mini 
sters. 
This  duality  reflects,  of  course,  the  twin 
nature  - political  and  economic  - of 
international relations  In addition, much of 
the work of the United Nations, even in the 
economic matters, falls into the grey area 
between the  responsibility of the Commu­
nity  and  that  of  the  Member States.  The 
duality actually facilitates  the handling of 
questions  lying  on  the  margin  between 
international economic policy and foreign 
policy  On the  latter, the  Member States 
often adopt common positions worked out 
in the context of European Political Coope­
ration (EPC) and delivered to the UN by the 
Member States  holding the  EC  presiden­
cy. 
For on organization  like  the  Community, 
with exclusive competence to act in certain 
areas of econom ic policy, the attribution of 
observer status  is not without its difficulties, 
implyi ng as it does the absence of the right 
to  vote  and  the  inability  to  present  or 
amend proposals.  Difficulties  of a  similar 
nature  have  also  arisen  as  regards  the 
Community's  participation  in  the  wide 
range of multilateral agreements and con­
ventions  drawn  up  under  UN auspices. 
These cover such  matters as  international 
trade in  primary commodities, the Law of 
the  Sea  and the  environment. 
Despite these problems,  the Community  is 
now  party to  over  50 such  international 
agreements,  where in  each  instance  it is 
the  only  non-State  entity  to  participate. 
Recent examples are the Vienna Conven­
tion  and  the  Montreal  Protocol  on  the 
protection of the  ozone layer. 
Bilateral relations: a alobal 
network of partnerships 
The  Community  has  a  complex  set  of 
relations with its partners, be they industria 
lized nations or the developing countries of 
the Third  World 
Virtually all the developing countries,  with 
a  few  notable  exceptions ,  have conclu­
ded bilateral agreements with the Commu­
nity,  prOViding  in  some  cases  for  trade 
preferences  and  financial  assistance,  in 
others for econom ic cooperation of a more 
general  nature. 
A close d ialogue is ma intained w ith all the 
Community's  ma'lor  developed  trad ing 
partners,  principa Iy in  the form of regular 
institutionalized consultation  at ministeriol 
or other high  level  between  the  Commis­
sion  and  the  authorities  of  the  country 
concerned  The  President of the Commis­
sion attends  the  regular  Western  Econo­
mic Summits as does the head of govern­
rnent of the Member State which holds the 
rota ti ng  EC  presidency  even  when  his 
country  is  not one of the  summit seven. 
The Community's contractual relations with 
its  more  irnmed iate neighbours  in  Europe 
have w i  tnessed several important develop­
ments  in recent years.  The  imminence of 
the  post-1992 single market has  pushed 
EFTA  countries  collectively to  seek  closer 
links with the Community  A new genera­
tion  of  agreements  is  being  negotiated 
with the recently democratized countries of 
Cen tral  and Eastern  Europe. A number of 
countries  have  applied  for  membership 
Turkey, Austria,  Cyprus and Malta 
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Relations with industrialized 
partners 
The  Communily's most intensive  relations 
are  with  its  maior  industrialized  powers 
outside  Europe,  particularly  the  United 
States and japan  This  reflects the size of 
the three economies and their importance 
in  world trade,  but it is also a token of the 
democratic  traditions  and commitment  to 
the market economy wh  ich they share  The 
Communily has  the same lype of relation­
sh ips  wi  th  other economically advanced 
countries such  as  Canada, Austral ia and 
New Zealand 
Their  common  interests  do  not  prevent 
trade disputes  flaring  up  periodically but 
these have never been allowed to undermi­
ne the basic relationshi ps. 
The  Communily  meets  regularly  with  its 
principal partners in several institutions: the 
OECD,  the  annual  Western  Economic 
Summ its of the Group of Seven  (The USA, 
japan,  Canada,  Germany,  United 
Ki ngdom,  France  and  Italy  plus  the  EC 
representatives from  the Commission  and 
Council presidency)  Trade ministers from 
the quadriloteral group of the USA,japan, 
Canada and the  Commission have peri­
odic meetings 
The  United States of 
America 
For historical and strategic reasons as well 
os  shared  political values,  relations  bet­
ween the United States and the Communi­
ly  have always been  close  and cordial. 
The  US  Government  and  people  have 
been  committed  supporters  of  European 
integration since the inception of the Com­
munily  In  addition,  the  USA  is  linked  to 
nearly all  the  EC Member States  through 
their common  membership of  the  Atlantic 
All iance. 
The solid ilyofthis relationship has enabled 
it to  withstand  the  impact of the  various 
transatlantic trade disputes that have bro­
ken  out over the years. These started with 
the  'chicken war' of the  1960s (over  the 
effects on  US  poultry exports of  the  intro­
duction of variable EC  import levies) and 
have continued  more recently with dispu­
tes  about US  limitations on imports of EC 
steel, about Communily restrictions on im­
ports of American meat containing hormo­
nes  and  about  subsidies  paid  by  both 
sides to their aircraft industries  Others will 
no doubt occur in  the  future . 
In dealing with their bilateral d isputes, both 
sides have shown a determination to contain 
them  ond  to  find  mutua lly  acceptable 
pragmatiC solutions whenever possible.  It 
is  not  su rprising  that  two  malor  trading 
powers who are  competitors  as  well  as 
partners  should  find  themselves  in 
disagreernent  from  time  to  time.  But  the 
importance  of  their  economic  and  com­
mercial ties, plus  the  underlying  political 
rela tionsh ip,  have  been  iudged  too  im­
portant to allow disputes to get out of hand. 
In  the  wake  of  changes  in  East-West 
re lations  resu lti ng  frorn  the  retu rn  to  de­
mocracy  in  Central  and  Eastern  Europe 
and  the  unification of Germany,  the  US 
Secretary of State Ja mes  Baker proposed 
new institutional links between the US and 
the  Communily  in  December  1989. Th is 
took concrete  form  in  November the  fol­
lowing year with  the adoption of a decla­
ration on  ECUS relations. The  key  paragraph  of  the  declaration  Japan 
states  that 
to  achieve their common goals,  the  Euro­
pean Community and its  Member Stotes 
and  the  United  States  of America  will 
inform and consult each other  on important 
matters of common  interest,  both political 
and economic,  with  a view to  bringing 
their positions as close 05 possible without 
preiudice to their respective independence 
In  appropriate  internationol  bodies,  in 
particular,  they  will  seek  close  cooper­
ation. 
The  declaration  also  sets  out  the  frame­
work  for  these  consultations which  take 
place at five  levels 
1  . TWice-yearly summit meetings between 
an  EC  team  (made  up  of  the  head  of 
government  of  the  country  holding  the 
Presidency of the EC Council of Ministers 
and  the  Commission  President)  and  the 
President of the United States; 
2 . TWice-yearly consultations between EC 
foreign  ministers,  plus  the  Comm ission, 
and th e US  Secretary of State; 
3.  Ad hoc consultations  between the  for­
eign minister of the country holding the EC 
presidency  or  the  troika  and  the  US 
Secretary of State; 
4. TWice-yearly consu ltations between the 
Commission  and  the  US  government  at 
cabinet level; 
5. Briefings by the country holding the EC 
presidency  to  US  representatives  on 
European politicol cooperation [EPCI  rT,ee­
tings at ministerial level. 
Asimilardeclarotion was agreed between 
the Communily and Canada in November 
1990.  This  builds  on  the  relationship 
established  by  the  1976  framework 
agreement on commercial and economic  -15 
cooperation  and  enhances  the  present ~ 
structures  for dialogue and consultation.  ] 
The Communily's ties with japan have not 
yet developed to the extent of the Atlantic 
relationship.  For  one  thing,  japan  and 
Communily members are not linked byany 
formal securily trealy  For another, it is only 
in  recent  years  that  bilateral  economic 
relations  have  acquired  their  present di­
mension,  reflecting japan's relatively late 
emergence as  one of the world's econo­
mic superpowers . 
The intensification of the Communily'  s rela­
tions with japan is leading to  them  being 
gradually formalized, with regular consul­
tation procedures at various levels already 
in place. Trade tensions and trade disputes 
form  a more constant feature of ECjapan 
bilateral relations than  between the Com­
mun ily and the USA 
The Communily's  trade  relations  with  ja­
pan have tended to  be dom inated by the 
structural  consequences  of  what  Europ­
eans  have  considered  to  be japan's in­
complete  integration  into  the  mLltilateral 
trading system.  It has reaped considerable 
economic benefit from the access to world 
markets  which  the  system  rnakes  avai­
lable  But  its  domestic  market  has  not 
generally offered  comparable opportuni­
ties  to japan's trading  partners. 
The problems lie at three levels  The first is 
caused by the various technical and adm  i­
nistrative  barriers  to  imports.  The second 
stems  from  the  structures  and  attitudes 
The European  Community 
market,  one of the most 
solvent in  the  world,  is 




which  prevail  in  the japanese econom ic 
system - in  production as well as distribu­
tion. The th ird brake on market access is to 
be  found  in prevalent japanese national 
habits  and attitudes. 
Limited access  to the japanese market for 
outside suppliers has  helped create sub­
stantial current account surpluses  not only 
with  the  Communily but with  the  United 
States and even w ith its highly competitive 
Asian and  Far Eastern  rivals  and  neigh­
bours  The  pressures  this  situation  has 
generated  and  the  temptation  to  try  to 
resolve them by un i  latera I measures aga  i  nst 
japanese  exports  have  posed  a  serious 
threat  10  Ihe  wider  multilateral  trading 
system. 
The  Communily's  policy  towards japan 
consists  of three principle elements 
1  It has sought a greater opening-up of  the 
japanese  market,  particularly  tor  manu­
factured goods  and  processed foodstuffs 
but also for banking and financial services. 
To  increase  export  possibilities,  it  has 
encouraged  the  japanese  authorities  to 
boost  interna l demand,  to  carry  out  the 
necessary structural reforms and to remove 
sector by sector certain identi fiable obstac­
les to  market access. 
2. The Com mission has monitored closely 
japanese  exports  to  the  Communily  in 
certain sensitive areas,  so - as to be able to 
respond  rapidly in  case  of market distur­
bance 
3  The Communily has been tryi ng to foster 
a higher level of cooperation  with japan, 
particularly in  areas such as  science and 
technology, but also in  the industrial field 
It  has  also  welcomed  japanese  direct 
investments in Europe whereby firms manu­
facture  loca  lly  instead  of  only  exporting 
finished  goods  from  japan  The  aim  is 
twofold  to bring about a closer multilateral 
integration  of japanese  industry,  and  to 
develop a close and more broadly based 
bilateral rela tionship.  A  dialogue  on  for­
eign policy matters  has also  been establi­
shed 
EFTA  and Eastern Europe 
Relations  between  the Community and its 
neighbours  in  EFTA  and  Centra l  and 
Eastern  Europe represent one of the most 
dynamic aspects of the Community's exter­
na l pol icy  The twin  impact of the  1992 
single market programme and the return to 
democracy and tree  markets  by centra lly 
planned econom  ies is bringing about new 
levels of economic  integration 
Taken together,  the EFTA countries ore the 
Commur,ity's biggest export  market.  They 
take more than a quarter of what the EC 
sells abroad, more than the United States 
and j apan combined.  In  return  the Com­
munily accounts  for more  than half of all 
EFTA exports 
The  Community  and  the  EFTA  countries r 
have maintained special  preferential rela­
tions  since  the  early  1970s when  two 
founder  members  of  EFTA,  the  United 
Kingdom and Denmark,  joined the  Com 
munity  To  avoid  re-erecting tariff barriers 
between these two and their former EFTA 
partners,  Free  Trade  Agreements  were 
concluded  between  the Communily and 
each of the  EFTA countries  in 1972/ 73 
These created the largest free trade area in 
the industrialized world - a market of 375 
million people, covering virtually the whole 
of Western  Eu rope. 
The Free Trade Agreements all have similar 
structu res: 
(i) the total abolilion of customs duties and 
quantitative  restrictions  on  trade  in  indus­
trial  goods manufactured  or substantially 
processed  in the Community  or the  EFTA 
countries; 
(ii) rules on Sta te aid and industrial compe­
tition; 
(iii) a limited number of mutual concessions 
in the agriculture and  fisheries sector; 
(iv) bilateral joi nt  committees,  meeting  re­
gularly, to administer  the agreements. 
I  Austria,  Finland, Iceland,  Norway  Sweden 
ond Switzerlond Ithe provisions ot the  EFTA 
Convention also apply to Liechtenstein which 
has a customs  union with  Sw itzerlandl Over the years, a considerable degree of 
economic  integration  between  the  Com­
munityand EFTA coun tries has to ken place 
in the form of direct investment,  iOint ventu­
res and  technical cooperation.  The  geo­
graphic  proximity  of  the  EFTA  countries 
g ives  rise  to  nu merous  other  areas  of 
common interest, such as transport and the 
environment. 
In  1984,  the  Community  and  the  EFTA 
countries  adopted  the  so-coiled  L uxem­
bourg Declaration  in  which  they decided 
to  intensify  their  cooperation  within and 
beyond  the  Free  Trade  Agreements  to 
create a European economic space  Then 
come in thefollawi ng year the Community' s 
vast  plan  to  complete  its  own  internal 
market by  1992. 
This  reinforced  the  interest  of  the  EFTA 
countries in getting closer to the Commun­
ity so os not to lose access to the post-1992 
single  market.  By  this time, a  third  EFTA 
country,  Portugal,  hod  ioined  th e 
Community.  In  1989, a fourth - Austria ­
applied for membership. 
In  1989,  the  Commission  president Jae 
ques  Delors made an innovative proposal 
for  a  third  way  for  EC/EFTA  relations 
between the existing free-trade cooperati­
on  fromework and  fu ll  EC  membership 
This  built on  the  notion  of  the  European 
economic space lEES) which  beca me the 
European  Economic  Areo  IEEA)  Neg­
otiations to create the EEA were launched 
in june  1990. 
The  idea  was  for  a  global  agreement 
between  the Community and all  the EFTA 
countries together that would extend as far 
as  possible  the  Single  market principles 
and policies to the whole of the EEA Thus 
there would  be free movement of goods, 
services, capital and persons on the basis 
of  EC  legislation  plus  cooperation to  re 
duce reg ional and social disparities. A set 
of common  rules for surveillance,  enforce­
ment  and  dispute  settlement  would  be 
created . 
At the  same time,  both  sides would  retain 
fu ll  autonomy  as  regards  their  internal 
decision-taking  procedures.  A procedure 
was  also  to  be  created  enabling  EFTA 
countries  to  be  consulted  on  upcoming 
internal  EC  legislation  that  could  affect 
them in the  EEA context The  negotiations 
between  the  two  sides  were  due  to  be 
completed at mid-1991 . 
Eastern  Europe 
The  dramatic  events  in  one  country  of 
Eastern  and Central Europe ofter another 
in  1989 changed the political and econo­
mic mop of Europe  Germany was united, 
presenting theCommunity with th e need to 
create a crash program me to incorporate 
the territory of what had been the German 
Democratic Republic 
The other countries of the region opted for 
democracy and  the free market.  Each  of 
them  sought closer ties  with the Commun­
ity, often declaring their ultimate goal as full 
Community  membership 
But  the  radical changes  of 1989, surpri­
sing  when they  come in th e sudden ness 
and in their scope, had been preceded by 
signs of change, albeit a gradual one. 
The fi rst signs of a more open and flexible 
attitude towards theCommunityon the part 
of members of the Comecon  I came when 
Hungory  and  Czechoslovakia  approa­
ched  the  Community  with  requests  for 
wider trade links beyond the scope ofvery 
limited sectoral agreemer,ts that had hither­
to  been  negotiated. 
W ith  the accession  to  power  of Mikhail 
Gorbachev the pace of cooperation acce­
lerated  The signing of a joint Declaration 
between the Community and Comecon in 
june  1988 con be considered  a  break­
through  in  relations  between  the Commu­
nity and its neighbours to the East. This set 
up official  relations  between the EC and 
Comecon and opened the way for trade 
and cooperation agreements w ith each of 
the East European cou ntries. 
Agreements  between  all  the  East  Euro­
pean countries and the Soviet Union were 
negotiated  between  1988  and  1990. 
These  negotiations  were already in train 
when  the  virtually  bloodless  revolutions 
took place in  Eastern  Europe. 
Comecon is the acronym  for the Council for 

Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEAI, which 

comprised  the Soviet Un;on and  the former 

State-trad ing  countries  of  Eastern  Europe 

plus Mongolia, Vietnam  and Cuba. 
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It  would be disastrous  for 
world peace if the East­
West conflict were 
replaced by a new 
North-South confrontation. 
This risk,  which  a few 
months ago appeared 
rother theoretical, has 
been reawoken by the 
Gul f crisIs.  Th rough  its 
geographic position, 
traoitional links  and 
policy initiatives,  the 
Community  is  particularly 
well placed to  defuse 
North-South  tensions. 
Frans  Andriessen 
Vice-President of the 
EUropeon  Commission 
The  vast market of the 
Community  is  open to  the 
fruit ond vegetables, wine 
ana olive oil  from 
countries around the 
Mediterranean basin. 
Since then,  the agreements  between  the 
Community on the one side and Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Bulgaria, Roma­
nia and Yugoslavia on the other are in  the 
process of being updated and upgraded 
The  Community  has  devised  for  these 
countri es  a  new  type  of  association 
agreement or European agreements  In the 
meantime,  ad hoc  arrangements  were 
made to extend the Community's genera­
lized system of preferences to the countries 
of  Eastern  Europe  and  to  advance  the 
dates for the abolition of import quotas. 
The European agreements provide for free 
trode but also include economic and tech­
nical cooperation, financial assistance and 
the  creation  of  a  political  dialogue  In 
moving towards the objective of free trade, 
the  Community  will  reduce  its  tariff  and 
other  import  barriers  more  rapidly  than 
partner countries. Associated countries wi  ll 
open their markets  for  Community goods 
according  to  a  flexible  timetable  which 
reflects  their specific situation. 
The Community has  paid particular atten­
tion  to the specificity (treating each accor­
ding to its particular situation) of its partners 
in East  and Central  Europe.  This  is  why 
negotiations on  the first  European agree­
ments took place with Hungary, Czecho­
slovakia and  Poland - the three countries 
of  the  region  furthest  advanced  in  the 
reform  process. 
In  addition to  its  bilateral efforts  on  behalf 
of Central and  Eastern  Europe, the Com­
munity  participates  actively  in  multilateral 
aid  programmes  At  the  1989 Western 
Economic Summit in Paris, theCommission 
was given  the  task  of coordinating  ass i­
stance from the 24 OECD countries, the G 
-24,  to  Poland  and  Hungary  in  what 
beca me known as the Phare l programme. 
The Community's own contribution to Phare 
is considerable.  It contributed  ECU  500 
million in 1990. The total for  1991  is ECU 
795 million with ECU 1 bi llion earmarked 
for  1992. The Commission has continued 
its coordination  task  as  the  scope  and 
geographic coverage of  the  Phare  pro­
gramme has extended to the restof Central 
and Eastern  Europe 
The G -24 was also instrumental in promo­
ting the creation of the  European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development  (EBRD) 
The  Community  and  its Member  States 
hold  a  ma lority  of  the  shares  This  has 
enabled them to choose the location of the 
EBRD  (London)  and nominate its  first  Presi­
dent  Uacques  Attali,  former  adviser  to 
President Fran<;:ois Mitterrand of  Fra nce! 
w 
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~ ------------------------------­ i I  Phare  Poland  and  Hungary  - Assistance 
~  w ith restructuring the  economy. The  Mediterranean  Israel  and  YugoslaVia  are  linked  to  the 
countries  Communily  through  cooperation  agree­

ments covering trade,  industrial  coopera­

tion  and technical  and financial  assistan­

south  in  the Mediterranean basin - were  ce. The agreement with Israel prOVides for 

The Communily'  s other neighbours - to the 
free  trade in  industrial  products.  among the first to establish special econo­
mic and trade relations with the Commun­
ily  For its part, the Commu"ily has accep­
ted from the outset that it has,  inter olio out 
of  enlightened  self-interest,  a  particular 
responsibilily for the social  (and  thus  poli­
tical) stabilily of the Mediterranean region 
It should therefore contribute to the region's 
economic  and  social  development  This 
responsibilily has  been  heightened  in  the 
woke of the war in  the  Gulf region 
The countries of the Mediterranean are of 
considerable  economic  significance  for 
the  Communily,  constituting  as  a  group 
one of its  largest trading  partners  Close  ill 
historic and cultural ties linked these coun- ~ 
tries to certain  EC Member States:  France  -'ii 
with Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia,  Lebanon  ell 
and Syria;  Italy with  Britain  with 
Although varied in the scope of their wider  TropiCO. I Cyprus,  Egypt,  Israel  and Malta.  timber political provisions, all the ECs Mediterra­ imported into Today,  the  Communily  is  linked  with  01  nean  agreements  have  certain  common  the Communi­ most all the Mediterranean countries by a  elements. Each prOVides for unlimited duly  ty  via  the port
network  of  1  2  separate  cooperation  or  free access for industrial products origina­ of Naples. 
association agreements. Only  Albania and  ting  in  the country in  question  The agree­
Libya  have no such  links.  The agreements  ments  also provide for individual conces­
which  dote  from  the  1960s and  early  sions of various sorts for their major agricul­

1970s are part of what has been termed 
 tural  exports,  including  fruit  and  vege­
the  ECs global Mediterranean policy  tables, wines and oliveoil. Turkey, Cyprus, 
The  association  agreements with  Turkey,  Malta  and  Israel  grant some  reCiprocal 
Cyprus and Malta are designed to lead to  concessions  to  Corr,munily  exports  In 
the  progressive establishment of  customs  addition  to  these  trade  concessions,  the 
unions  with  the  Community.  The  agree­ Communily  prOVides  financial  aid to  the 
ment  with  Turkey  goes  a  step  further,  Mediterranean  countries  in  the  form  of 
envisaging Turkey's  ultimate full  member­ direct grants and of loans from the Europe­
ship of the  Communily  an  Investment Bank  (EIB) 
Indeed  in  April  1987,  Turkey  formally  The  accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal  in 
submitted on  application to  join  the Com­ 1986 has had important ramifications for 
munily. The Commission, which must deli­ the  Communily's  Mediterranean  policy. 
ver  on  opinion  on  each  application  for  To an even greater extent than  in  the post, 
membership before entry negotiations can  the  Communily  is  the  major  economic 
begin,  took the  view that the  Communily  power in the region. It will thus have to bear 
should  not consider new membership ap­ a correspondingly greater share of respon­
plications until the completion of the single  sibilily for regional economic stabilily and 
market in  1993  Notwithstanding, Cyprus  wellbeing. 
and Malta applied to loin the EC in  1990  This implies creating even closer trade and 
The Maghreb  countries (Algeria, Morocco  economic inter-relationships  between  the 
and  Tunisia)  and  the  Mashreq  (Egypt,  Communily and its neighbours around the 
Jordon,  Syria and Lebanon)  together with  Mediterranean. Despite competition from 
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The  Community offers 
preferential access to  its 
markets  to  the 69 
countries  in  Africa,  the 
Caribbean and the 
Pacific  who ore signato­
ries  to  the lome Conven ­
tion . Ninety-nine per cent 




products  from  Spain  and  Portugal,  the 
Community  has  comm itted  itself  to  try  to 
maintain traditional trade flows for agricul­
tural goods from  the Mediterranean coun­
tries  to the Community. 
More recently,  the Community  has estab­
lished a programme of direct assistance to 
Palestinians living in the Occupied Territo­
ries which includes financial aid and arran­
gements  to  facilitate  direct exports  from 
there  to  Community markets 
The  lome Convention 
The  Lome Convention is  the  largest Single 
aid programme in the world  It is one of the 
principal instruments  of  the  Community's 
policy on overseas development. The Lome 
Convention has  set  up a special relation­
ship  between  the  Community  and  69 
countries in Africa, the Caribbean and the 
Pacific area, the so-called ACP group 
This  group  includes  the  whole  of  sub­
Saharan Africa (except South Africa) now 
that Namibia has  loined  The Caribbean 
component was recen tly strengthened with 
the participation of Haiti and the neighbou­
ring  Dominican Republic.  Nearly all ACP 
countries  have  close,  long-standing  as­
sociations  with  one  or  other of  the  EC 
Member  States.  The  signatories  of  the 
Lome  Convention  include the  majority  of 
the world's poorest countries. 
The  terms  of  the  L ome  Convention  are 
negotiated  by  the  two  parties  and  are 
updated at regular intervals  The fi rst L ome 
Convention - itself the successor of a more 
li mited arrangement - came into force in 1975  It provides  for  rights  and  obliga 
tions on both  sides. 
The  cu rrent Lome  Convention,  the fourth, 
will  run for  10 years ! 1990 2000), twice 
the durotion of its three predecessors, thus 
giving  greater  stability  to  EC ACP relati 
ons.  It  provides for  ECU  1  2 billion of aid 
in  the form of gra nts, soft loons and interest­
rate  subsidies, over the  first five-year pe­
riod  This represents  an increase over L ome 
II I of some  20% in  real  terms 
A number of major innovations have also 
been introduced. The Stabex programmel 
has  been  expanded,  with  more  funds 
available and new rules enabling a coun­
try  in  r,eed of assistance to join  the system 
automatically  The Sysmin system has been 
extended to cover gold and uranium 
Aid terms have been improved in an effort 
to reduce ACP indebtedness. All  EC aid is 
now non-repayable except for risk capital 
and EIB loons  A  bon  on the  import and 
export  of  hazardous  waste  and  radio-
I  Stabex  is  the  export  earning  stabiliza  tion 
scheme which covers 48 agricultural prod­
ucts  exported  by  the  ACP  countries.  It 
provides a  vital degree of stability  through 
compensatory  tranSfers  designed  to  offset 
shor~o ll s in export  earnings. A para  llel system. 
coiled Sysmin, covers key mineral exports of 
the ACP  cou ntries ond aims at safeguarding 
mining  produc  tion. 
active waste between the Community and 
ACP countries  has  been agreed. 

Under  the  trade  provisions of  the  Lome 

Convention,  the Community g rants,  with­

out requirements of reciproci ty,  preferen­

tial access for ACP exports to EC markets, 

whereby 99% of  ACP products  come  in 

free of  customs  duty or equivalent taxes . 

Community exports to ACP markets enjoy 

most-favoured  nation  (MFN) treatment. 

In addition to trade and aid, L ome is  built 

on a third pillar, thatofcooperation, wh ich 

makes  it one of the most distinctive contri­

butions to North South  relations.  The poli­

tical neutrality  of  Lome  enables  develop­

ment cooperation to  take place between 

the Community and ACP  goverr,ments  of 

every  political  hue  The Convention  pro­

vides for a considerable degree of power­

sharing  and  loint decision-taking  cancer 

ning  projects  and  program mes  financed 

by  the  Community  It  also  lays  down 

procedures  for  a  con tinuous  dialogue 

between the  EC  and  ACP governments 

designed to render the instruments of coo­

peration  as  effective as  possible 

The  Lome 
Convention 
stands  for  the most 
important 
cooperation 
and aid programme in 
the  world.  The photo­
graph shows yaung 
people of SenegaT who 
expect a Iof from  Europe . 
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The developing countries of  including textiles.  Import ceilings apply in 
Asia and Latin  America  certain circumstances. Preferences, usually 
in  the  form  of  tariff  reductions,  are  also 
The  Community's  relations  with  the  de­ offered on  360 agricultural products. 
velop-ing countries of Asia and Latin Ame­
Over the years, the Community has refined rica are less structured than  those with the 
its GSP structure  It has geared its preferen­ ACP countries or the  Community's Medi­
tial  access  to  prevent  more  competitive terrailean  neighbours.  Bilateral  relations 
Third  World  suppliers  from  eliminating take  the  form  of cooperation agreements 
their rivals  This is known as the principle of  between  the  Community  and  the  indivi­
differentiation  The  Community  has  also dual country in  question. 
progressively liberalized access under the 
These  agreements  are  limited  in  scope.  GSP for the world's least developed coun­
They do not provide for preferential access  tries, who now number about 40. They are 
to  EC  markets for exports from  Asian and  exempt from  virtually  all  preferential  ceil­

Latin  American nations.  Nor do they con­ ings 

tain  provisions  for  financial  aid  from  the 

Community to the  partner country. 
 The developing countries of Latin America 
and Asia have benefited from aid from the 
However, both Asia n and Latin American  EC budget since 1976 Theamount made 
States are eligible for preferential treatment  available for financial and technical assi­
under the  Community's Generalized Sys­ stance in  the form  of grants was ECU  20 
tem  of Preferences  (GSP)  for exports from  million  The  annual  amount  available  is 
developing countries and to financial aid  now ECU  300 million 
under special provisions in the EC budget 
This  goes to  the  poorest countries to  help The purpose of the GSP is to assist develo­
improve the  living  conditions of the  most ping countries to diversify their economies, 
needy sections of the population. Priority is
notably  through  industrialization  and  to 
given to rural development schemes and in
develop export outlets for the industrialized 
particular  to  the  improvement  of  food
products  they  produce.  The  Community 
supplies system,  which  dates  from  1971  now 
covers nearly  130 independent countries  The  countries of  Latin  America and Asia, 
and more than  20 dependent territories.  along with the ACP naiions, are eligible for 
The  fruit of European  the  EC food aid programme worth about  The scheme is set in line with internationally 
technology and techni­ ECU 500 million a year. Food aid is either agreed objectives and prOVides  for duty­ ques: European cars,  given directly by the Community or through  which are exported  free entry for all otherwise dutiable manu­
non-governmental  organizations working  throughout the world  factured and semi-manufactured products, 
to help local populations. The Community 
has funds to provide emergency aid in  the 
event  of  natural  disasters  or  political 
upheaval. It also finances programmes for 
refugees. 
To  promote long-term econom ic develop­
ment,  the  Community  finances  program­
mes  aimed  at  promoting  loint  ventures 
between European and Third World eco 
nomic  operators  Schemes  have  been 
developed in the fields of energy, science 
and technology, trade promotion and hu­
man resources development. Riskcapital is 
also  available for  cooperation  between 
ill  EC  and  local  firms  in  the  developing 
~ countries. latin  America 
The Community's relations with Latin Ame­
rico have expanded considerably in recent 
years. The  basis for bilateral relationships 
was  laid  by the  fromework cooperation 
agreements with Mexico, Argentino,  Bra­
zil  and  Uruguay  Although  they  do  not 
prOVide for taritt reductions,  these  agree­
ments  do contain various  other measures 
for promoting and diversifying  trade. 
They have evolved from simple trade coo­
peration agreements to promote coopera­
tion  in  fields  such  as  industry,  energy, 
science and technology, the environment, 
training and the promotion of investments. 
Like  those  w ith Asian  countries,  the  Latin 
American  agreements are overseen by a 
joint  committee  of  representa tives  from 
both  parties 
In  line with its  policy of supporting organi­
zations  committed  to  regional economic 
integration, the Community signed a non­
preferential  fra mework  agreement  for 
commercial  and  economic  cooperation 
with  the  countries  of  the  Andean  Pact 
These  are  Bolivia,  Colombia,  Ecuador, 





to stimulate, diversify and improve trade; 









Similarly an agreement was concluded in 

1985 with  the signatories  of the General 

Treaty  on  Central  American  Economic 

Integration (Costa  Rico, Guatemala, Hon­

duras,  N icaragua  and  EI  Salvador) and 

w ith  Pa nama . 

The  enlargement  of  the  Community  to 

include Spain and Portugal has added on 

impo rtant  new  d imens ion  to  the 

Community's relations with L atin America. 

In  line with a statement annexed to the Act 

governing Spanish and Portuguese acces­

sion, the EC Council of M inisters adopted 

a  declaration  in  1987  colling  for  the 

strengthen ing  of  relations  with Latin Ame­

rica  and  the  establishment of  economic 

and politicol dialogues 

The results  of European 
research  .' chemical 
products  about to be 
exported fro m a 
European pori. 32 
Asia 
Non-preferential cooperation agreements 
have been concluded with  the  individual 
countries  of  the  Indian  sub-continent:  Sri 
Lanka (1975  ),  Bangladesh (1976), India 
(1 98 1,  replacing  an earlier  trade agree 
ment! and Pakistan (1986, also replacing 
an earlier agreement). 
These are broadly similar in nature to those 
concluded with the Latin American coun­
tries.  India,  Bangladesh  and  Sri  Lanka 
benefit in addition  from  special  conces­
sions  under  sectoral  agreements  for  a 
number of  their exports (sugar,  lute  and 
cocoa products). 
A  regional agreement  with  the  member 
countries of the Association of South-East 
Asian Nations lAsean)1  was concluded in 
1980, selting  a  framework for  commer­
cial,  economic and development coope­
ration . A  regular  political  dialogue also 
takes place with Asean. Special emphasis 
has  been  placed  on  the  promotion  of 
European  investment  in  the  region  and 
joint investment comm ittees have been set 
up in al l Asean  countri es . 
A Cooperation Agreement w as signed in 
June  1988 between  the Community and 
the  countries  of  the  Gulf  Cooperation 
Council (GCC), w ith a view to expanding 
cooperation  in  fields such  as  energy,  sci­
ence and technology. At the same time a 
polilical  dialogue  was  established.  This 
agreement is to be replaced by one which 
will  lead  to  the  creation  of  free  trade 
between  the two sides 
I 	 Asean  was  set  up  in  1967  to  promote 
regional free  trade and  economic cooper­
ation.  Present members  ore  Brunei, Indone­
sia,  Malaysia,  the  Philippines,  Singapore 
and Thailand. Representing the Community 
abroad 
Nearly .15.0 countries now ma inta in diplo­
matic missions in Brussels accredited to the 
European  Communily  On  its  side,  the 
Communily has set  up its  own network of 
diplomatic missions abroad, currently con­
sisting  of more than  90 delegations  and 
offices  The most recen t representation is in 
Moscow, opened in February  1991 . 
The Commun ily' s external offices fall  into 
two categories. There are on the one hand 
the  offices  of delegotes  to  the  countries 
belonging  to  the  L ome Convention  who 
are charged w ith  the execution of techni­
cal and financial cooperation between the 
EC  and the  ACP  States  The  second ca­
tegory consists of delegations (or represen­
tations)  In  other  third  countries  or to  inter­
national organizations. 
EC DEI.EGAlIOH  -
CQAlM'SSIOH OF  TIlE ElJII()PEAN COfIII{JflY  18  The Commission's 
delegation  in  Canberra, 
Australia 
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The Community's diplomatic missions ore 
in nome delegations of the Commission of 
the  European  Community and not of  the 
European Community as such.  This repre­
sents the internal institutional structure of the 
Community whereby the  Commission  re­
presents the Community on externa l trade 
palicy matters . 
On station,  the  Commission  delegations 
corry out the some operational functions as 
normal  diplomatic  missions.  They  also 
cooperate closely with the local embassies 
of the  EC Member States. Further reading 
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